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Psychological Problems and Challenge in EFL Speaking Classroom
Abstract

Psychological aspect regarding to learning attitudes plays in determining learning
achievement. Psychological problems also involve not only to the students but also
teacher. Less-confidence, speech anxiety, and low self-esteem are almost common
problem in classroom, and occur on both teachers and students. Students who have low
of self-confidence are often hardly able to control themselves for public speaking in the
classroom, like, Governing his/ her behavior on that his/her peers think, lose belief on
self, thinking that his/her friends dis-appraising, afraid of getting mistakes, etc.
However, teachers which are low self-esteem and confidence also lose their
performance and ability to manage their classroom optimally. Low self-esteem is caused
by teacher’s poor understanding on subject matter. Both of psychological problems
have great impact on dis-effectiveness of classroom activities. This paper takes accounts
of some psychological problems of students and teachers in English speaking
classroom, and some guidelines to overcome. At the last discussion, this paper also
provides some keys of how to make good classroom atmosphere.
Taken from: http://journalregister.iainsalatiga.ac.id/index.php/register/article/view/874
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Psychological aspect regarding to learning attitudes plays in determining learning
achievement. (Verb sentence)/ (Simple sentence)
Psychological problems also involve not only to the students but also teacher.
(Verb sentence)/ (Simple sentence)
Less-confidence, speech anxiety, and low self-esteem are almost common problem
in classroom and occur on both teachers and students. (Be sentence)/ (compound
sentence)
Students who have low of self-confidence are often hardly able to control
themselves for public speaking in the classroom, like, Governing his/ her behavior
on that his/her peers think, lose belief on self, thinking that his/her friends disappraising, afraid of getting mistakes, etc. (Be sentence)/ (Simple sentence)
However, teachers which are low self-esteem and confidence also lose their
performance and ability to manage their classroom optimally. (Verb sentence)
(Simple sentence)
Low self-esteem is caused by teacher’s poor understanding on subject matter.
(verb sentence) (Simple sentence)
Both of psychological problems have great impact on dis-effectiveness of
classroom activities. (verb sentence) (Simple sentence)
This paper takes accounts of some psychological problems of students and
teachers in English speaking classroom, and some guidelines to overcome. (verb
sentence) (Simple sentence)
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At the last discussion, this paper also provides some keys of how to make good
classroom atmosphere. (verb sentence) (Simple sentence)

The analysis of journal abstract entitled “Psychological Problems and Challenge in EFL
Speaking Classroom”
MY FINDING
NO ASPECT OF ANALYSIS
DESCRIPTION
1
The number of words
165 words
2
The number of sentences
There are nine (9) sentences
3
The number of Be & Verb
There are seven (7) Verb sentences and two (2) Be
sentences
sentences.
4
The number of simple,
There are eight (8) simple sentences, one (1)
compound and complex
compound sentence that is “Less-confidence,
sentence
speech anxiety, and low self-esteem are almost
common problem in classroom and occur on both
teachers and students. (Be sentence)/ (compound
sentence)” and there is no complex sentence.
5
The number of noun
There are thirty (30) noun phrases. They are: (1)
phrases (NP)
Psychological aspect, (2) learning attitudes, (3)
learning achievement, (4) Psychological problems,
(5) the students, (6) Less-confidence, (7) speech
anxiety, (8) low self-esteem, (9) almost common
problem, (10) both teachers and students, (11) low
of self-confidence, (12) public speaking, (13) the
classroom, (14) his/her behavior, (15) his/her
peers, (16) belief on self, (17) his/her friends, (18)
low self-esteem and confidence,
(19) their
performance and ability, (20) teacher’s poor
understanding, (21) subject matter, (22) great
impact classroom activities, (23) this paper, (24)
some psychological problems, (25) students and
teachers, (26) English speaking classroom, (27)
some guidelines , (28) the last discussion, (29)
some keys, (30) good classroom atmosphere.
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The number of verb or verb
phrases (VP)

There are eleven (11) number of verb or verb
phrases: (1) Plays, (2) involve, (3) are, (4) occur,
(5) lose , (6) to manage , (7) is caused by, (8)
have, (9) takes accounts, (10) provides, (11) to
make

